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Faculty'Council demands
-... more involvement in
·c.
decision-making process
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"In order to restore the cOIilidence of the faculty in her administration, Chancellor Toullill must
In response to Chancellor inlplemem steps to meaningfully
Blanche Touhill's fonnation of a task involve the faculty in the campus'
force for campus-wide strategic planning and governance. At future
planning, the Faculty Council passed meetings the Faculty CoUl)cil will
a motion Thursday which reiterated consider whether effective steps
its call for greater faculty involve- have been taken," the motion said,
Judd acknowledged that the
ment in the planning and decisionmotion was not satismaking process.
factory to all members
Dennis Judd, preof
the
council.
siding officer of the
Criticism
of the
Faculty
Council,
motion ranged from
described the motion
statements that it was
as a middle-ground
too harshly worded to
proposal. Previously,
complaints that it was
Judd had expressed the
view that the faculty's
overly vague.
confidence
ill
The fOlmation of
the Chancellor's task
Chancellor
Touhill
Touhill
force followed the
was so badly marred
recent controversy
that a change in leaderover a system-level
ship might be the only
audit of UM-St.
way to resolve the situLouis'
budgetary
ation. The proposal
was
presented in
practices. The investigation, headed by
response to the fonnaJames Cofer, vicetion of the task force
president of UM
and the Chancellor's
statement of her willSystem Finance and
Administration, was
ingness to receive
in response to a r port
questions from the facJudd
generated by the
ulty.
TIle motion begins by saying that Faculty Council' Select Committee
"The Faculty Council finds that the on Fiscal Practices, which had
faculty of the University of expressed no confidence in the
Missouri-St. Louis has often been Chancellor.
Judd aid he felt there had been a
excluded from meaningful participation in major iuitiativ and gover- relll chang on campus.
"J think th cultllie of the canlpllS
nance processes of the campus."
The motion goes on to call for has changed from a year ago when I.
more faculty involvement in the really was fearful that we wouldn't
planning and decision-making
processes of the campns.
$<!e FACULTY COUNCIL, l'a,~ Ii
BY BRIAN DOUGLAS
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of The Current staff

Gary Grace, vice chancellor for student affairs, explains the new policy for overdue stUdent
accounts to Tilly lashel, a junior.

Administrators want to
cut delinquent payments
BY SHAVON PERKINS
......... ............ .. ........... .. .. .........
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(t1-WIRE) EVANS,I DN/ llt The millennium might bring a
plague of new computer

viruSE.os, and students aren't
ready for them, Northwestern
University administrators said.
WJth the FBI warning that
many viruses will be set to
"explode" at the t um of the

century, NU students need to
prepare their computers for
tbe worst, said Roger Sarnn,
Information security coordina-

tor tor the

balances must be less than $500.
Prior to the start of the Fall 2001
semester and each . c-rne!>ier thereafter, account balances must be paid
in full,
Krueger warned students that,
unless thye make other ~ell1ents,
p~ t due accounts will be sent to a
collection agency.
Tony Georges, director of the
Office of Finan~i a1 Aid, ·d that thi
is a prabl m that the University faces

every year.
"In many ways, coming to UM L
is a bargain, but it is expensive in its
see ACCOUNTS, 'page 9

I'torthwestern

N.etwork Security Group.
(OOlpUtersin the flUsiness
world anG even NU's academ·
it departmeJilts are updated
regularly to check for new
virus~5.; Safian said, and stuaenE$ are fatting behi nd.
"The')! need t<o get in the

habit of updating, " he said.
"They need to treat it Hke a .
cat. With a ear, you need to
,·ml it witb gas, check air pres:;t,\Fe in the tires and take it in
f<:ir tune-ups. A lot of people
just let their computers sit."
N!.J Information Techno1:{)gy
posts weekly updates to antivita.l pro&rams SUdi as McAfee

first Aid fflftlle PC and Virex
for the McKintesn, Safian

said.
..

Earlier this semester, students with
delinquent accounts were notified of
new policies for paying student fees
and tution. James M. Kmeger, vicechancellor of Managerial
&
Technological Services, sent a letter
to students with past due account balances telling them the faced cancd lation of classe' if tbey ill 00 pay
their account in full.
''By Dec, 13, 199 , students are
expected to pay ti1ei.r past due balances in full or face. financial holds
and cancellation of classes for the

Wlllter 2000 semester," the letter read
in part.
The letter continued, ",AJthough
we expect students to comply with
this payment policy. some students
may prefer to make financial payments in stageB. Thus, you may protect yoor emolJlment at the University
by blinging YOlrr account balance to
less than 1,500 e.xcluding Wlllter
2000 charges b~ Dec. 1 .1999."
, len r reads tb decreasin
balan e polic, will be in effect as follows: h io! to th tart of Fall 2000
semester, accowlt balances must be
Ie . than .$1 000. Prior to the tart of
the Wmter 2001 erne: tef, account

"There are a tetat of about

!ioo .new viru-ses; evW/

, mooth1 " he ~id. "rn <I.e.part. meJIts tfi€y genetaliy nave
comput-er ~ple tCll keejJ'
~bem, updated. ~~ts

have

to 00 it themselves/'
A virus that .~tC'tld<. camp\is .
in: Ap1::i~ left facu~ty~d

de(Jiirtmenta! c~tefS
ne~tlnsc;at'hed \Ntl~le

..

attackiqg t he terminals Qf
lTI'Ore t-han 40 $tud~rits, satian
said .

S'tudents have tCH!pdate
ttwit c~mput~rS before it's
toolat'e, Saficlr.l .said.
'We, need t{) fix this ahead
of time, " he said. "Some' of

l!nose v:iI'US8:S c;;an be

fml'ty

dama'ging'. We doo't want
!;;qmeon~'s datla brown away
fight bcl":ore- fin-a\s. No 0i(I~
i1.E'ejjs thatq:~fe'ssure. "
. 'The latest u{:ldat~ caR ~ .
do~loaded from
,,
nt~t:p:1 Ihelpdesk.tss·.nwu.eaul

South·African students v.i sit campus December
SGAmeeting
cancelled
BY .JOE HARRIS

senior editor

A delegation of students from tqe
University of Western Cape South
Africa) visited the Uni versity of
Missouri-St. Louis campus on Dec.
1. The delegation hoped to le2l:n
mote about residential life, financial
aid and student leade.rship.
The delegation is made up of three
students: Nkatek:o Mayimeli, Bella
Msenyana., and Sandi Mbu. All three
are involved in the student government at UWc.
Rayvon Armstead. the UM-St.
l:ouis
International
Program
Coordinator, said the visit wa.
designed to promote cooperation.
"It adds to our diversification and
the internationalization of our campus," Annsteadsaid. 'Through oW'
center we promote a lot of programs,
such as international delegates and
things of this nature.. "
The delegates learned a lot about
higher education in the United States
particularly differences· in admissions, financial, residential, and CW'-

riculwn, .
. M , enyana. said
curriculum
changes at UWC 'hould be high qn
their aaend.a. She said she would like
tQ see UWC' curriculum competitive with others around the world.
''1 think the sy tern in America is
qllite liberal " fsenyana sru.d. "For
us you' 11 find Olrr cumculwn is reasonably structured. II you are going
to do commerce, these are your
course and you have to chose one or
hvo. Here I realize that you can do a
combination of the weirdest of things
but come out with a good product."
South Africa is in the middle of
Illany political and institutional
changes. 1-1bu said the process has
been difficult
'The difference between Amelica
and South Africa is that currently
South Africa is in the process of
change " Mbu said. "At the heart of
change is to make. SUl-e than the
inequalities that were the result of
300 years or so are changed over a
period of say two or three years
which is quite different and difficult
to do, '

BY .JOE H ARRI S
."

~

senior edito/'

Students from South Africa meet with UM-St. Louis SOA representatives Wednesday to discuss the different aspects of their
student governments.

Mhu said that while things have
gotten better bet\veen blacks and
whites in South Africa, institutions
which traditionaJJy eJ ed blacks still
suffer.
Mayimeli said the delegation
learned that U1vl-St. Louis has four
South African exchange students, but ·

none from their campus. She said the
delegation would like to initiate an
exchange program be~veen the ~vo
universities.
''VI'hat we would like is to irnplement an exchange between us and
see DELEGATES, page 9

Can you
hear t ha t
holiday
spirit ?

fit:l1d'.ntmL

Index

.. . ..... . . .

Erich Froeschner
and Adam
Walker, freshmen, play their
trumpets during
a Christmas
music per1ormance Dec. 1 at
the holiday treelighting ceremony.

The
Stndent
Government
Association's December meeting,
scheduled for Dec. 2, was canceled
due to a lack of partici pation and will
not be rescheduled.
D. Mike Bauer, SGA chair. said
that nothing much could have been
accomplished even if the meeting was
held.
"We were sensing that there was
going to be a low tumout," Bauer
said. "In addition (acting pre ide.nt)
Steven Wolfe, (comptroller) Bryan
Shaw, and myself could not attend
(the December meeting)."
Without the SGA' three top officers and a quorum, which basn't been
achieved at the last two meetings,
issues facing the SGA couldn't have
been addressed. The biggest issue,
. voting on nell;.' members of the
Student COW1, remains tabled.
Bauer said SGA busine. will be
conducted in its Executive Committee
over winter break. The Executive
Committee is comprised of Wolfe,
Shaw, Bauer, and the bead! of all of
SGA's standing conunittees.
Bauer said that although the
Student Court isn't pennanent, it can
still function.
"As far as I understand, the interim
court is still working," B auer said, "so
they ought to be able (0 continue bu 'iness as nsual."
Baner said the Student Court
should still be able to handle everyday
functions, but would have to be made
pennanent in dle case of impeachment for embattled SGA president
Darwin Butler.
Like the SGAAssembly, the SGA
Executive Committee has had trouble
t-eaclung a quorum recently. If a quorum is not met, then · the Executive
Committee's decision would not be
see MEETING, p age 8
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Tuesday, De c. 7
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° Center for Trauma Recovery, direc-

• Taize Prayer, A prayer service of
song and silence, will be occurring
in room 266 University Center,
from 12:05 to 12:35 p.m. For more
information call Roger at 385·3000
or Betty at 385- 3455.

tor of the War Trauma Recovery
Project, Priscilla Schulz, presents
"PTSD in War Refugees" at noon in
the lower level auditorium of the
Kathy J. Weinman Building as part of
a Colloquium Series. Call 6738 for
more information.
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Dec. 8

All listings use

Vigil Mass for the feast of The
Immaculate Conception will be at
Catholic Newman Center, 8200
Natural Bridge, at 7:30 p.m. For more
information call Betty at 385-3455.

0

Scharp, 225 Mark Twain; Betty Ramirez
598 Lucas Hall; Jim Karslake, 562 Clark
Hall; Karen Wagster, 1107 SSB Tower;
Karen Kirkwood, 451 Computer Center
Building; Deni Kiehl, 267 University
Center; Keith Laden, 207 J. C.
Penney; Dianne Dei Santi, 223C
Research Building; Elias Hindeleh,
Thomas Jefferson Library Circulation
Desk; Karen Crawford, 401 Woods Hall;
123 S. Campus Residence Hall; Karen
Vaughan, Suite 8, Regional Education
Park.

Friday, Dec. 10
• Chancellor's Holiday Dinner will be
held from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m .
Tuesday Dec. 14, in the Underground
and Summit Lounge. All tickets must
be picked up form the following per·
sons and locations. One ticket per
person please_ Ted Ficklen, Health
Science Library; Julie Gram, 331
Marillac; Linda Callies, 210 Music
Building; Erma Collins, Honors
College Office 132; Bob Kennedy,
University" Meadows Office; Nancy
Forbes, 163 Nursing Administration
Building; Betty Covington, 243
General Services Building; Barb

• UM System President to Visit
Campus, All faculty; staff and stu·
dents are invited to a meeting with
University of Missouri System
President, Ma·nuel Pacheco and
Chancellor Blanche Touhill from 3: 30
to 4:30 p.m. in Room 200 of Lucas
Hall_ Pacheco will discuss the UM
System Strategic and Resource plans
and Touhill will discuss how UMSL is
responding to these UM·System ini·
tiatives, including a $1.6 million
reallocation mandate for FY 20002001.

• Weekly Prayer Group at Newman
Center (8200 Natural Bridge) at 7:30
p.m. Free pizza got Chris here_ Free
hot dogs got Ron connected. What
does it take to bring you??? For more
info call Betty at 385-3455.

516 prefixes unleSS
.

Sunday, Dec. 12
• Catholic Mass will be held every
week at 6 p.m. at South Campus
Residence Chapel.
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THE CANIPUS CRINIELINE
November 18, 1999
A visitor to the campus reported that
sometime between 8:30 a.m. and
6:30 p.m., her 1988 four-door
Chevrolet Caprice was stolen from
Parking Lot "J".

I

I

November 19, 1999
A student residing at University Meadows
reported receiving five harassing telephone calls from an unknown person
between 2:50 and 3:30 a.m. A tele·
phone number was recorded on the tele·
phone ID box.

A former student reported being
assaulted in a University·ovned apart·
ment at Mansion Hills. The suspect who
resides at the apartment is wanted by
the University Police on assault
charges.

i A cellular telephone was reported as
j

being stolen on Nov. 13 from the third
floor of Stadler Hall.

Two Hewlett-Packard laptop comput·
ers and a network card were reported stolen from 134 Social Science
Building between NbV. 24 and Nov.

The items contained in the stolen
backpack were recovered. The books
had been sold to the bookstore. The
recorder tapes were found in a
restroom toilet at J. C. Penney.

29.

At 11 p.m. University Police arrested
a person wanted on outstanding warrants from Florissant.

I
I

pack contained textbooks, a special
tape recorder for the blind, and
recorder tapes.

November 22, 1999

I Staff at the School of Optometry
I

reported that between Aug. 3 at 9
a.m. and Nov. 22 at 3 p.m. a certifi·
cation stamp was stolen from 328
Marillac Hall.

Novem ber 20 1999
A student residing at University
Meadows reported being stabbed in the
arm by another person during an argu· ,
menL The suspect in the case cut him·
November 23,1999
self on the leg accidentally. Warrants
A student reported that her backpack
will be applied for at the St. Louis
was stolen from the bookstore storCounty Prosecutor's Office.
age shelves at 11 :30 a.m. The back-

November 28, 1999
At 9:10 p.m. a faculty member
reported that his office computer
had been tampered with and 18
months of information was lost. The
incident occurred at 513 Benton Hall.

A student residing at University
Meadows reported that a set of keys
was stolen from her apartment door.
They had been forgotten. University
Meadows was also notified.

December 1, 1999
A student reported that sometime
before Dec. 1 her student parking
permit was stolen from her car.
A student reported that sometime
between Nov. 29 at 1 p.m. and Dec.
1 at 1 p.m. her student parking per·
mit was stolen from her car. The
doors to the car were not locked.

November 29, 1999
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BY ANNE P ORTER

tal! assQciate
Sin e the AIDS quilt began in .
1985,46,000 pamels have been made
.remenlbgr the diSbasetS victims,
Each ~~y-8-foot panel f(!present:l
someone who died from AIJ)S,
EJ.ghtpanellf ma;kea quilt block
Orily lO.percent of the
.
ffie9 from AIDS· have beeN.l1Qnor~~ · '"_"'J.-I.' .6.

to

.,withpanet "

On Dec. 2, Amy Sohoonberger, a

:eel nurseill Univ~it1lifeidti'1

. . ' wfit\) dlr~ts edll(;aiionpfb'- .
grams, coo~din.at~ a .program to
c(j)Jm)1eIDorate

Nationill

MD~

AWaJ;elleweek in wll.icb ·D';'
Thomas spob abo\lt tiie effects of
AlDS, The quilt as al 0 exhibited
'for ltid~nts to see,· .
"Thi' is reality, We are doing tlIi
becm
w e care about [the studentsj. The only way we are going to
fixrhis is ro get: it out in the' open,"
Schoonberger "aid.
SchClenberger' father died of
AIDS' complication in the early
lQ9()" .,

. I don't want you ro be- th one iO

. Stephanie 'platt I TO.! Curnml

Funny girl

UM·St. Louisan manages jo
BY ANNE PORTER

staff associate
Twenty four hours make a day.
That may be enough for some people,
.. but certainly not Carolyn Agnew.
Carolyn Agnew is a department
assistant in strengthening institutions,
works at UM-St. Louis, is a single
mother, takes claSses, and also perfOlms as a stand-up comediemle.
Agnew has worked at UM-St.
..... Louis for four years and is taking
classes to earn her bachelor's degree
in mass communication. With her
bachelor's she plans to work in radio
and broadcasting.
Agnew enjoys the working-withstudents-part most about her job.
,•
"One good aspect is that I get to
interact \-vith the students," Agnew
said.
Agnew has always been intrigued
by radio broadcast shows.
"I've always liked radio because I

see A1DS,

p~

10

Jill M arquard, Senior biology major, views a panel of the AIDS quilt
Wednesday at the J.C. Penney Build in g. Wednesday was national
AIDS awareness day.

, amily, comedy career
Carolyn Agnew,
departmental
assistant, student and mother leads a busy
life. In addition
to her other
roles, she has
also performs
as a stand-up
comedian,
something she
gave up during
the early '90s.
She has since
performed at
The Funny
Bone, The
Comedy Forum
and other
venues.

like the combination of music and talk
together," Agnew said.
Agnew began performing stand-up
comedy in 1987 and stopped in 1992
to have a baby. In 1996, Agnew beg-an
to do stand-up again, only \v1th new
material, such as the motherhood
experience.
Agnew has performed at the
Funny Bone, the Comedy Forum,
Harris-Stowe College, Truman State
University, and Southeast l\.1issouri
State University.
"I look at the hypocrisies of life,
and that's where my humor comes
from," Agnew said.
When she first took the stage,
Agnew used topics of men and sex.
Now she covers a broader area
including politics, parenting, and sex.
"Comedy is an art form and when
you take it to its lowest common

AMY LOMBARDO

features editor .

phone : 516-5174
fax:516-6811

Thoughts
for Today
"Most of the evils of

life arise from man's
being unable to sit
still in a ro.om."
-Blaise Pascal
Credit: Peter's Quotations:
Ideas For Our Time

, Every jOU1'ualist h.as a
novel in him, which is

an excellent place fur
it."
-Russell Lynes
Credit: The 1,911 Best Things
Anybody Ever Said

Stephanie Platt!

see AGNEW, page 10

n,,,CIII71ml

Creative gift-giving ca
lennium, "The Hippie Survival Guide
to Y2K" by Mike Oehler tells how to
staff associate
use resources immediately in case of a
Everyone knows them-those ' Y2K disaster, which might be useful
annoying people who have everything. for the computer junkie in someone 's
Unfortunately, these people creep onto life.
Jeanette McFarland, a student in
Christmas shopping lists. Since everyone has to contend with these self-suffi~ adUlt education at UM-St. Louis, reccient people, here are a few suggestions ommends a more creative solution.
''My daughter is giving her grandon what to get them for Christmas premother ajar of memories," McFarland
sents.
Just in time for the arrival of the roil- saicL
BY ANNE PORTER
...... ..... " ...... ... .......
." ............
~

j:;

' ,

"

make holiday fun

The jar consists of pieces of paper
with words to invoke remembrance of
the past. Some of the person cues
McFarland said were "pet" and "I ve,"
,To make the world better with a gift,
use breast-cancer postage ,stamps.
They not only send letters, but also help
SUppOlt research, Since these were
issued, $8.6 million has been raised for
research. This gift would be perfect for
a grandparent or e 'en for Mom and
Dad.

Jim Dreyer. a junior majoring in
communication, sugge ts a . imple
approach for just about anyone from a
best friend to your neighbor.
"I'd recommend taking them out
and showing them a good time- like
going out to dinner," Dreyer said.
For long-tern) food enjoyment. the
beer- (lr wine-of-the-month will Jast all
year and please eyen the most difficult
mother-in-law. TIlese can be ordered at
wine. com \"ia the Internet

Kri Chisolm, a junior majoring in
studio art. advised trying the web site
\vww.presentpicker.com to flnd the perfect gift.
"It came up with all these great
ideas. Either that or make a pillow like
my friend and I are doing. You know
they' ll use that," Chisolm said.
For children, some ways to avoid
see GI FTS, page 10

"For three days after
death hair and fingernails continue to grow
but phone calls taper
off."
-Johnny Carson
Credit: The 1,911 Best Things
Anybody Ever Said

"Dignity does not
consist in possessing
honors, but in dese.rving them. "
-A rist otle
Credit: Peter's Quotations:
Ideas For Our Time

\ Bugged: Y2K genius tech heads need ,lesson in humility

OurSIDE

IN

BECKY RICKARD

With the pending hypothetical yet many of the people in it are complete- hard to build an empire and now he -"
sitting on top of iL Good for him.
conceivable disaster facing us with the ly whacked out.
I don 't mean go off on a rant bere, Howe er, he has kept a pretty level
new millenniwll, I have one thing to
. but I cann(lt believe that there are com- heacl for his accomplishments . The
say, "Y2 Kiss my bun l "
As muc;h as I rely on computers for purer profeSSionals out there that are man still refuses i[ in first class on an
just alxiut everything in my life, I still making more money than doctors are airplane because the ticket prices are
think this mounting suspicion and making. These people are , orking . outrageou s. I wish other IT professionals would follow his lead.
unspoken fear that seems to be running with computers, not saving lives I . . .
So save me the ong and dance
And the egos I Many of these IT
through many people's minds is
professionals walk around like they about making the world Y2K compliabsolutely ridiculous.
What is it about computers and the own the world. They treat you like the ant. That is your job, It is no different
people who work them? My first job village idiot if you don't know what a than the aCCOUUl.<U1t at tax time , the
after college was as a Marketing gigabyte is, Just because I'm not tech- . lav.yer during a trial or the doctor
Analyst for a computer-consulting nically oriented and would rather leave when you are sick. Go ahead, comflrm. I met a lot of computer people tbose details in someone else's hands, mand a high salary-it is the AilleJ.l can
drean1. But don't treat me secondthrough this job, which is a major rea- doesn' t mean I'm an idiot.
Bill Gates deserves the mythlcal class because 1 don't share your techson wby I am no longer working for
that company in that industry. Yes, the stature that is given to him. He utilized nical enthusiasm.
i\nd what is up with these sickos
information technology industry and his talents, dreamt a dream, worked

that create these. computer viruses I
They have to be certifiably insane. It
reminds me of the jealous ex-hL\Sbandstalking syndrome. \\/hile these people
claim to love their computers (like
jealous ex-husbancL'i claim to love their
ex-wives), they are so obsessed with it
that they want to control them and the
effect they have on other people's
lives. It's not my computer's fault that
you lost yow- mind sitting behind your
computer all day, everyday, losing any
ounce of sociaJ grace you might have
had.
Guess what? People, no matter
how badly the tables have turned, created computers. If you get your kicks
by crearing a virus that will erase my
hard drive then you really need to step

away from yow- computer and visit the
nearest mental hospital. Reality exists
and it isn' t always virtual. Sometimes
e-business is the best way to go but
who isn ' t impressed by an old-fashioned handshake to close a deal.
I applaud those computer professionals who are nuly helpful and will·
ing to explain and answer questions.
They are few and far between and I
think most of them work with me. I
don't know what a gigabyte is, and I
don ' t care. The people who should be
allowed to have God complexes are
usually the people who are the most
down to earth. And for those computer
see

RICKARD,
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OUR OPINION

Semester ends w ith
very little done in S GA
SGA has wrapped itself in the
media hype surrounding president, Darwin Butler, and has
not accomplished anything
this semester.

We suggest:
The SGA has to start serving
the students.

L59.wh~t do you t hink?
Write a letter to the editor
about this issue or anything
else that's on your mind.

Chalk up one more failure for the
SGA. The December meeting for
the student as sembly was canceled
due to an expected low turnout.
When will this joke of an organization get its act together? As a
group it can't function which hurts
all the branches of student government. It is said that the Student
Courts can 't function and are having
a horrible time handling student
appeals. This IS inexcusable.
Something must be done and done
quickly.
As a group SGA has done nothing. Sure, there \vas the major media
hype sU1T0cmding the Darwin Butler
fi asco. and it got everyone interested, but the hype only lasted so long
as a month later it " 'as back to normal with many of the student reps
electing to be absent. What has SGA
....

-

- '-

rr

accomplished this year? A lot of
paper work and a lot of hype.
This isn ' t to say that everyone in
the student assembly has failed in
his or her duties-there are quite a
few members who attend the meetings and genuinely want to get
things accomplished. Yet, there are
enough less dedicated people in the
group to hold everyone back.
. The first semester will end on a
sour note, not like it has ever been
going good. The second semester
needs to make up for it. Things need
to be done and quickly. The SGA
needs to h ave a student-elected
president and vice president in
office. Quorums need to be reached
regularly and things need to get
done. If not, this year will have been
a waste of everyone's time.

~

LETTERS

'
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Acting President explains his choices
As Acting President/Interim Vice
President, I hayc the difficult job of
filling two jobs with little support
from the members of the a~~oci a
tion. The whole framework of the
Student Government A ssembly
could be called into legal questi on
(if the Assembly approves a Student
Comt without a quorum) by someone who has a traffic ticket or if the
court holds an impeaclmlcnt hearing.
\Vhile I would like to see the
assembly move forward , we have to
be extremely cautious. The SGA
Constitution has to be followed or
chaos could occur. Until a new constitution prm-ides a quonun that is
Ie s than a majority. I must see that
we follow the constitution and
bylaws are followed , even if we
don ' t like it.
With one jus tice of the three
member interim Student Court
unable to fulfill her duties. I h.a e
asked the Chief Justice to give me
wri tten notice that it is an emergency so that the Executive

Joe H arris
··· ·~diio~~·in:CJ;ief · ·

Ken D unkin
managing editoT

Committee can approve a full court
until such time as there is a qUOlum
to vote on the Comt. It is easier for
me to get a quorum of the Executive
Commi ttee together. However, the
Chief Justice has not given me written notice and I have called two
Executive Committe: meetings that
did not haye q UQfum.
'~tWJ hc're i it stated that the COtut
has to be approyed at an assembly
meeting. The cons titution only
states that it has to be approved by
the assembly. That does not mean
that I cannot have as.' embly members (or firs t tbe Executive
Committee) app1'O ve the nominees
by wlitten ballot. This is not the
m t ideal way but I will have the
office staff 'end out a mailing to all
Assem bly members to vote on the
Court.
Impeacbment does not have to be
done at an as embly meeting. Once
a petition with the tgnature of twothirds of the representativ or 5 percent of the student body is collected,
then the Student Court has to hear

the impeachment. There is nothing
stated in the SGA Constitution that
states that the articles of impeachment have to be voted on by the
a~sembly.

The Election Committee is
responsible for having an election
for a pennanent vice president as
well as fIlling the at-large seats of
the Assembly. I have told the committee what needs to be done. It is ,
their responsibility to take care of
the procedures. Since I have stated
that I plan to nm for the office, it
would be a conflict of interest if I
got in olved in the elections any
more than telling them what needs
to be done.
The work of the Student
Government Association cannot be
done by just one student 'vVJlile I
have devoted more time to the office
than others in the past, I am only
human. Problems of the as 'ociation
illU IT be dealt with by all students
not just m e.
-Steven Wolfe

GUEST COMMENTARY

Stephanie Platt
photography director

"Our Opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
editorial board

Mail

Letters to the Editor
7940 Natural Bridge
St. Louis, MO 63121
Phone

(314) 516'5174

Fax
(314) 516-6811
Email

current@jinx.umsLedu
Letters to the editor
should be brief and those
not exceeding 200 words
will be given preference.
We edit letters for clarity,
length, and grammar. All
letters must be signed
and include a daytime
phone number.

Fees paid but no "free elections"
What a sorry day this is for the students of UM-St. much longer are students to wait for the opportunity to
Louis, who co uld benefit so much from an effective freely elect a new representative?
Student Government, as they have in the past. Case in
I will be the first to commend Steven Wolfe, cUtTent
point: the new University Center, the crowning achieve- interim vice-president, on the job he has done while
ment of the era of student politics 1993 -1998. No such serving in this capacity. He, along with a small number
accomplishments will be forthcoming
of other dedicated students, have saved
from this pitiful year in SGA. The new
the SGA from complete implosion during
parking garage on the East side of campus,
this disgraceful administration. However,
currently under construction, has nothing
the time has long-since come for Steven
to do with SGA 1999-2000, nor will anyto run for the position, along with any
thing else worthwhile.
competitors, in a fair and open election in
Instead, important issues which should
which all students may cast their votes. If
be addressed by the SGA remain on the
he prevails, he may then serve as viceback burners, while petty squabbling,
president with honor.
shameless posturing, and blatant selfishPresently, however, some are suggestness continue to add insult to injury. That
ing that the delay in the special election
the presidency of SGA remains in a quagfor vice-president is deliberately being
mire, with the official president unable to MICHAEL RANKINS exacerbated by Steven as a matter of
escape his fetters and return to his duties,
strategic planning. Some have implied
guest com mentator
while those who would remove him
that Steven believes he will lose an open
remain equally unable to drag students
election, but if he can delay the election
and SGA reps from the depths of their narcoleptic slum- beyond the Dec. 1 deadline, he is home free, and will
ber to sign a simple petition, is shameful enough. Worse continue to serve the rem'a inder of the year. I, however,
still, however, is that the SGA vice-pres idential office am suggesting nothing .. .1 am making a .d irect accusation
continues to be dominated by an individual who was to this effect. Furthermore, I make no secret that I find
appointed, not elected.
this course of behavior to be unethical, improprietous,
The SGA Constitution (1998) clearly states that when and unbecoming of an individual who has historically
this office is vacated before December 1, a special elec- placed the welfare of the students ahead of his own'. I
tion is to be held. Canie Mowen resigned more than hope that Steven will step back into character and will
TWO MONTHS AGO. The office currently is filled by himself call for a fair and open election of a new vice
an appointed interim, intended to serve only until an president immediately. The students of this University
elected vice president canl assume the position. How deserve no less.

Actions need taking
on Social Security
I took a class taught by Sid Sayan Online states that the average age
last year. It was "Introduction to for botb men and women retiring in
Public Relations," and at the begin- 1998 was 64. In 1998, nearly 69 per- '
ning of the class he asked how many cent of men and women who retired
of us thought we would · collect started taking Social Security beneSocial Security benefits. Most of the fits before age 65.
Congress passed these amendstudents answered that they didn't
expect to c.ollect any Social ments and jt noW' appears nhat om
generation is just ,~oing to ·sit back
Security.
Then Sayan asked bow many and accept it. Sony to break the
students were interested in politics. news to you, but the only reason
Congress passed these amendments
Only one or ruiO answered yes.
Unfortunately, this is reality in in the first place is because they
today's society. As a result, this gen- know they can get away witb it.
It lis not about
eration is going to get
increasing life spans
screwed.
or early collection of
If we believe we
Social Security benwon't collect Social
efits. In fact, the
Security, then our
money we spend on
generation won't see
Social
Security
a dime of it.
doesn't go to Social
The evidence is
Security
at
all.
right in front of us. In
Instead, it goes to
1983,
Congress
passed
Social
fund the government's pet project of
S e curity
the moment. If the
Amendments
to
JOE HARRIS
........... ....... ....... , ..
increase the age for
money we spend on
editor-ill-chief
Social Security went
collecting
Social
Security benefits.
to just that, then
Instead of 65, the minimum age there would be plenty of money
for our generation will be at least 67 which could be collected in full by
and that is if no other bills of this age 65 , regardless of life spans.
The bottom line is that legislators
. kind are passed before we can qualify.
know this generation doesn't care.
According to Social Security Ignorance and apathy are nDW their
Online (www.ssa.gov.), Congress weapons.
cited improvements in the health of
Since this generation doesn't
older people and increases in aver - care, legislators do not c.are about
age life expectancy as primary rea- us. Legislators only care about those
sons for increasing the normal who are politically active and who
retirement age.
vote. Our generation has the lowest
Social Security Online states that percentage of voters and therefore
since Social Security first began in the lowest representation in govern1940, the average life span in males ment.
has increased by fom years to 8l.
Meanwhile, om Social Security
Likewise, the average life span of benefits are going out the proverbial
women has increased in that time by window. It is time for this generasix years to 84 .
tion to wake up and fight for what is
Furthermore, Social Security ours.

Problems in some
stadium design
There is just something about
On a trip to New York over the
new stadiums that does n' t feel right summer, I had the exact opposite
to me. They aren't personable feeling in the Mets home Shea
enough, they are too planned out Stadium. Built in the earl y 60's
and they are too expensive.
when the phenomena of building
Not that I was a big fan of how "cookie cutter" stadiums began,
the old Kiel Auditorium was set up. Shea didn ' t have much appeal.
That place was a dump, but in its Other than the outfield looking onto
O\\ 'll way, it was very cool.
Manhattan, it w as nothing special.
Comparing it to the new Kiel Center
Those same feelings come (Jut ill.
is like comparing a
Busch Stadium. For
Ford Model-T to a
years I thought Busch
new BMW; it just
was something spedoesn ' t compare.
cial, a really nice
Yet in its own way,
place to see a game.
the old parts seem to
After
going
to
be more homey than
Wrigley, I realized
the new "cookie cuthow subpar it really is
ter" places.
for viewing a game.
Kid, or Yuppie
I've
really
Heaven .as it is
admired owners who
sometimes called, is
build
parks
like
a very nice facility.
Camdem Field in
KEN DUNKIN
It has almost everyBaltimore. They took
thing any fan could
managing editor
a chance building a
want-nice seats,
retro-park that looks
great views, food at every comer of like something out of the 1920's.
the building, and bathrooms that Changing things up when it comes
never seem to be out of order. It has to the looks of a stadium is always
just never felt right in that building . I1lce.
It seems too structured.
With all the talk about the
A few years ago, a spur-of-the- Cardinals getting a new stadium in a
moment trip to Chicago brought on few years it is hoped they take a few
an experience of a lifetime. The things into consideration. Number
Cubs happened to be in town and one, Busch Stadium is not a good
. tickets were available. By luck my stadium. Adequate maybe, but not a
buddy Tim and I scored a pair. If good park. Second, don' t make a
you have never had the luck of see- stadiLlJll that looks like everyone
ing a game in the "Friendly else's home field. Be original with it
Confines," you are missing out. The and try something different. And
park is quite an experience. You can finally, don' t make the place so
almost hear the echoes of history busy. In many stadiums, the game is
rattling like chains in the park. secondary. Commercials and games
There wasn't a second I didn't enjoy flash on the score boards constantly.
being at Wrigley. The seats are close T-shirts and coupons are being shot
to the field, the bullpens are close to out into the crowd. The games have
the seats, and it seemed like a very gone too commercialized. Give the
loving stadium. The ivy and every- fans what they want-a really cool
thing else in the stadium was just stadium and a good team. That's
awe-inspiring. Television doesn't do what makes the fans happy.
the old place justice.

Wh ·
You can make your voice heard in a
variety of ways!

How do you feel about the topics we've written
about in the Opinions section this week?

• Ineptitude of the SGA

•

'. 's'Gl7etectioris .
!.,

~' . " ', : "': ::.:.

..

";.•v ,-... , '. " ', '

:.

..." ".

• Social Security

,. ~e~$ebalistaC;ti~tn.

" ;' ."

• Submit a Letter to the Editor

•

,'!Wnte a (}u«:J'st 8on1Jnenijity;

~--......".~-"""'-.~--~.--...... --~;

• PartiCipate in the Studer1"t' Forum on The Current Online
.palfou;r Offiees
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Fatigue, sluggish defense
.factor into team's first loss
¥

'

BY RACHAEL QUIGLEY

•\~

.-..-..Stair a;s6ctiie---... -

The UM-St. Louis men's basketball team, previously 2-0 and off to
their best start' in nine years, faced
their toughest opponent of the young
season at home Thursday night and
came out empty handed. Kentucky
Wesleyan dominated the second hili
and took home a 53-68 win.
Kentucky Wesleyan began the
charge to pull away from the
Rivennen with 14 minutes to go in the
second half as Albert Richardson and
Leroy John began to score at-will
against a sluggish UM -St. Louis
defense. Ten minutes later, Kentucky
Wesleyan had taken a considerable
43-61 lead.
"Physically, we became a little
fatigued in the second half," said
Mark Bernsen, the Rivermell ' head
coach. 'We went from the 14 minute
mark to the eight minute mark and did
not score. It was just a six minute
spurt where they outscored us 0-10,
and that was really the ganle."
'"
Rebounds proved to be another
key factor as the Rivermen were held
to just . seven offensive boards.
Kentucky Wesleyan took advantage of
UM-St. Louis' failure to attack the
boards with 13 offensive rebounds
" resulting in numerous second shots.
"A lot of those second shots produced baskets," Bernsen said. "It

k

··, .x

Stephanie Platt! Tile CIII"I'e11l

see RIVERMEN, page 11

Riverman Greg Ross (14) guards a Harris Stowe player in UM-St. Louis' 76-62 win Nov. 23.

Riverwomen slowed
Th
9
-n
harmony
• • •
by Kentucky Wesleyan
UM-St. Louis is 2-2 after 82-80 loss
BY DAVE K INW() R T H Y

stag 'editor

The Riverwomen 's basketball
team got off to a great tart to the
season, but ran into problems at
home against conference rival
Kentucky Wesleyan.
The game remained close
throughout the entire first half as
'!.
both teams kept pace, but with four
I-: minutes left in the half, the
Riverwomen mounted a little spurt
to put them ahead at halftime 4340.
. Tawanda Daniel paced all scorers with 21 fIrst-half points. Daniel
...... finished th.e game \\·ith 33 points
along with nine rebounds, and was
the lone Riverwoman scoring in

.' t

t

became a physical game in the second
half where whoever controlled the
boards would win the game, and that's
what happened."
UM-St. Louis started the gcillJe
well, shooting 40.7 percent from the
field, and went into halftime trailing
Kentucky Wesleyan by a deficit of
only 30-32.
'We did some thi ngs that were fairly effective in the first half," BernSen
said. 'We shot the ball well, and we
surprised them with our triangle-2
defense."
The momentum did not last long,
however, as Kentucky Wesleyan came
out firing in the second half, shooting
48.5 percent from the field, while
UM-St. Louis shot only 36.8 percent.
'They did a nice job of adjusting at
halftime," Bernsen said, "and that is
always a concem of ours in that you
show your best hand in the first half,
and they have time to adjust."
Adding to the the Rivermen's poor
shooting were missed opportunities
due to turnovers. UM-St. Louis had
18 tumovers,.most of them in the second half, while Kentucky Wesleyan
had only II.
. "We turned it [over] at inopportune
times," Bemsen said. "Just about the
time we needed a basket, we turned it
over. We'd miss two more shots, then

double digits.
In the econd half UM-St.
Loui made a run at KentuckyWesleyan and pu.shed the lead to
57 -49, but Kentuck We leyan raltied late on ke: tumo 'ers by the
Ri t'dWomen to seal the victory,
82-80.
In the second half, the
Riverwomen were held to 14-35
shooting and co mmitted 29
turnovers in the contest.
Pre iously, UM-St. Louis traveled to Lincoln University and
sho\ ed their determination for
their the upcoming games against
the Great Lakes Valley Conference
as they defeated Lincoln University
see RIVERWOMEN, page 11

Stephanie Platt! The CI/ITt'/l1
Riverwoman Sara Mauck (15) drives to the hoop in a game last season. Mauck will be a key factor in UM-St. Louis' success this year.

"Project Duffy" pays big
dividends for Ice Men
BY NICK BOWMAN

. tajf associate
When Derek Schaub, the head
coach of the Rivermen ice hockey
tean1, got his first look at Craig
Duffy, he had his doubts.
''When I met Duffy last year,'·
Schaub said: "the first thing that I
thought was, 'This kid can't skate .
He has good size and strength, but
no feet. " ,
But, as with most anything in
life; you can 't judge a book by its
cover, and that old tmism came
through yet again. Schaub started
"Project Duffy" last year, and
Duffy stayed after every practice,
fIne-tuning his 6-foot, 208-pound
frame into one of the best big men
in the American Collegiate
Hockey Association.
Duffy, who played at McCluer
North High School, came to UMSt. Louis mainly because of
friends. He enjoyed moderate success in high school, but nothing
that drew attention from any college programs. In his first two
years at UM-St. Louis, he saw the
ice moderately and left a lot [0 be
desired.
Since his training, however, he
has become the anchor for an
extremely stingy UM -St. Louis
defense, which allows just over
two goals per game, and is an integral part of the Rivermen's No.9
national ranking . He has also been
promoted to assistant captain, a
position that fits Ius natural per-

--"

of our guys gets nailed, I'm the one
that is responsible for making sure
that the other team knows that we
won't take it lying down."
never realized how
This shows in th.e fact that Duffy
much there was to hock- has racked up as many penalty miney before I met coach ute through the fIrst 15 games of
this season as he had all of last sea(Gregg) Gevers. He taught
son, and is close to the top in penalme things about hockey ty minu tes in both the MidCollegiate
Hockey
that I had never thought American
Association
and
in
the
ACHA.
of and was a huge factor
He is tlle most vocal player on the
in my development.
teanl. Whether it is on the ice, in the
locker room, or from the penalty
-Craig Duffy box, his booming voice can be heard
Rivermen Hockey Player
clearly, and it's not always in the
. rah-rah spirit
----- "
----"I yell at everyone," Duffy said.
"I am very critical when I play, but I
also am very critical on myself. I
sonality.
"My experience here has been yell at guys when they mess up, but
incredibly exciting," Duffy said. I also play them up when they do
"I never realized how much there welL But if I yell at a guy, and he
was to hockey before I met coach learns something from it and cor(Gregg) Gevers. He taught me rects the mistake, then I've done my
things about hockey that I had job."
In the locker room, he can regunever thought of and was a huge
factor in my development Add in larly be spotted standing in the cenmy one-on-one with Schaub, and ter of the room, trying his best to
you can see why I am the type of rally the Rivermen.
·'Having Duffy is like having a
player that I am today."
That type of player would be a third coach," Schaub said. "Both
"thug," Duffy is definitely the coach Gevers and myself depend on
enforce! of the tearn, and takes him to keep the guys in line."
But Duffy understands that he is
this position very seriously.
a
student
at UM-Sr. Louis, not a
"Of the three captains, Jason
(Hessel) is the leader, (Josh) hockey player. He is enrolled in the
Winkler is the example that we all Washington University joint engishould follow, and I am the
see DUFFY, pa~e 11
enforcer," Duffy said. "\Vhen one

J

DAV E
KINWORT H Y

sports editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

Men's
Basketball
vs Quincy

7.30 p.m. } Sat. Dec. 11
vs Washington U,
·730 p. m.} Sat. Dec. 18

Women 's
Basketball
vs Quincy

5:30 p. m.} Sat. Dec. 11

vs Washington U.

530 p.m., Sat. Dec. 18

Hockey
at Wheaton

tba. ,Fri. Dec. 10
at Dupage

tba. ,Sat. Dec. 11
vs Dupage

10:15 p.71t.,Fri. Jan. 7

Hockey
Men's/Women's
Basketball
Kinworthy's column

N,o more dump and chase : Blues' new style is exciting

:,.

LATEST Scoop

DAVE KINWORTHV

The St Louis Blues have come
out of nowhere this season. The
Blues are Clm-ently tied for first pJacelU their division with the talented
Detroit Red Wings and have a few
games in hand.
The Blues might have appeared
to have lost a step or two with Al
Maclnnis going down to injury and
Geoff Courmall retiring due to postconcussion syndrome. The only
problem is that they have not.
The Blues have won five out of
their last six ganles and have only
lost twice in their last 10 games.
This is pretty remarkable for a team
without the proven offensive punch

of a few years ago.
The Blues have surprised us all
this season with their scrappy play
and their great defensive execution.
The Blues should be applauded for
their hustle and great defensive
strategy.
I can remember before the Pavol
Demitra and Pierre Turgeon days
when the Blues were just an average
team with a few stars.
. I could not stand Brian Sutter as
the head coach of the Blues. Every
time I watched a game, I kept saying
to myself, "dump and chase, dump
and chase," The offensive production from Brett Hull was all the

Blues had.
I could not stand the Blues just
dumping the puck in to the offensive
zone and trying to create opportunities from that Turnovers may playa
key in games, but the maj0l1ty of the
time is spent in the neutral zone
waiting for the other team to have a
mental lapse.
The one good thing the Blues had
in the early 19905 was the checking
line of Bob Bassen, Rich Sutter, and
either Ron Suner or Dave Lowry.
That line always made for a great
action-packed shift for the fans.
'vVhether it was Bassen 's scrappiness
or the Sutters coming off with

another bloody nose, it was always
interesting.
Now it 's out with the old and in
with the new style of play.
For now, the Blues look tough
with the defense anchored by Al
MacInnis and Chris Pranger. With
them, the Blues have two of the best,
if not the best defensemen in the
entire National Hockey League.
Offensively, the Blues look to
new faces in Demitra, Turgeon,
Michael Handzus, Scott Pellerin and
Craig Com-oy to capitalize on defensive mistakes.
Roman Turek, although well over
six -feet tall, is a good goaltender,

but not comparable to Dominik
Hasek. Whenever I heard the outrageous compru1son between the two,
I laughed and I still do.
Turek is too young and inexperienced to have the capabilities of
Hasek for,now. He has looked good
at times, but the Blues need to take a
serious look at Jamie McClennon as
their potential starting goaltender.
He has proven himself in the playoffs and is worthy of a starting spot.
All and all, the Blues have made
hockey more enjoyable for the fans
of St. Louis to watch. Attendance
has picked up and a run at tbe
Stanley Cup looms ahead.
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characters, falls in love, falls out of love, wishes, hopes, dreams and feels homesick. We feel ;
his triumphs, his failures, his heartbreak and
'''Tis: A Memoir" is the long-awaited sequel his rapture.
to Frank McCourt's Pulitzer Prize winner,
McCourt's work is still full of his sarcastic
"Angela's Ashes." In "Angela," McCourt wit and insightful observations. Often he
shared with the world the story of his life grow- seems to write like a little child talks - simply
ing up in Ireland. "Tis" begins where saying the first thing that comes into his head
"Angela" ended, with McCourt's arrival to without really thinking it through. It makes the
America. It has all the McCourt characteristics words seem even more sincere, somehow.
that were made famous in "Angela" - the bruPerhaps the best thing about '''TIs'' is the
tal honesty, the straightforward dialogue - and fact that anyone can relate to it. Maybe the
it deals with the same realreader isn't a poor Irish
life everyday issues. In
kid from the Old Country,
~is: A Memoir'
'''Tis'' the reader follows
but it's easy to understand
~'
McCourt through new triwhat it's like to feel guilty
Author: Frank McCourt
als and obstacles. He
about disappointing your
Publisher: Scribner
quickly learns that the
parents (or being disapUnited . States is not the
pointed by them), to have
'prorrllsed land' that he
questions and doubts
expected. He is faced with new forms of pover- about faith and religion, to be angered by injus- 1
ty, discrimination and ugliness that he had tice, and to desire to have it all. '''Tis'' is a story
hoped to leave back in Limerick.
for everyone.
McCourt refused to give in to the stereoOne weakness IS that the book is closely
types, however, and struggled to remain true to linked to its predecessor, "Angela's Ashes."
himself. Thanks to some time spent in the Although '''Tis'' couJd be read by someone
Army, he eventually receives an education and who hadn't read "Angela," it would lose a lot
becomes a teacher in New York City. Because of the background information that is supplied
of McCourt's ability to communicate to his in the first memoir. There are many references
audience like he is talking to a friend, the read- that refer back to McCourt's time in Ireland
er is able to become a part of the story and fol- that could be understood either way, but hold
lows along as McCourt joins the army, works a more meaning for someone who has read both
number of odd jobs, meets a number of odd books.
BY AMY LOMBARDO
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BOOK REVIEW

1.
Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone
by J.K. Rawling

2.
Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets
by J.K. Rawling

3.
Harry Potter and the
Prizoner of Azka'ban
by J. K. Rawling

4.
TImeline
by Michael Crichton

5.
The Official Pokemon
Handbook, Deluxe
Collectors Edition
by Maria S. Barbo

6.
Jewels of the Sun
by Nora Roberts

7.
Guinness Wor! Records
2000 Millennium Edition

8.
Dr. Atkins New Diet
Revolution
by Robert

c. Atkins

9.
The Green Mile
by Stephen King

10.
Vinegar Hill
by A. Manette Ansay

11.
The Carbohydrate
Addict's Lifespan
Program
by Richard f. and Rachael
f. Heller

12.
Tuesdays With Morrie
by Mitch Alborn

..············

FILM REVIEW

ROO1ance, humnor, politics
stir together deliciously in
new book 'Cup of Love'
will keep the reader in suspense to
the very end.
Vance, the main character, cheatSometimes dubbed the male ed on his girlfriend, Artise, for the
Terry McMillian, author Franklin third time in 10 years and has been
White surprised his critics with his caught for the third time. Artise is
fed up with his deception and is torn
new book "Cup of Love."
'''Cup of Love' is a story about between moving on or accepting his
individuals who desperately want to marriage proposal. Meanwhile
be in a relationship but who don't Ethan, Vance's best friend has
have the ingredients to make their moved back to Columbus and continues practicing his WWK (woman
relationships flourish," White says.
This book is truly different from with kids) dating. His philosophy is
that WWK's
White's
aren't lookdebut book
ing for com"Fed
Up
mitment, just
With
the
someone to
Fanny,"
a
spend
the
gossipy,
evening
street-wise
with. At the
urban satire
same
time,
that earned
Ethan has to
him the title
deal
with
the
male
Tassaha
T err y
(Artise's best
McMillian.
friend),
to
In "Cup of
whom
he
Love," White
had
proexplores the
posed before
lives of four
fleeing
to
friends living
Atlanta.
in Columbus,
Wh i t e
Ohio, who
successfully
get caught up
intertwines
in
the
momentum of their 20s, finishing romance, humor and politics. He
college, and establishing their also includes some of his own poetcareers, and, before they realize it, ry throughout the book. ' "Cup of
they are in their 30's. White clearly Love," a tear-jerker, will keep the
has matured since his first novel. reader wanting more. Look for his
The dialogue is rich and flows off his third novel, "Til' Death Do Us
the page. White, a native of Part," and first book of poetry entiColumbus, uses his knowledge of tled "Loose Tongue"; both are due
the area and its politics to set off an out around the holidays.
interesting political mystery that
BY CHAR~ANE MALONE
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Alvin Straight (Richard Farnsworth, center) rides out of town and b~s his six-week journey to
Wisconsin from Iowa, leaving behind his skeptical friends.

:R et,r acing steps of Straight's
journey makes for good movie
BY CATHERINE MARQUISHOMEYER

staff editor
A movie based on a true story
about an old man crossing 2 states
on a riding lawn mower to visit his
dying brother hardly sounds like the
kind of film you'd expect from
David Lynch, the director who
"Twin
Peaks,"
brought
us
"Eraserhead," "The Elephant Man"
and "Blue Velvet". Yet this is indeed
Lynch's film and what's more, it's
receiving top ratings from nearly all
.critics across the country, a rare
event arnong this group. This is a
film about more than the physical
journey Alvin Straight made.
When Alvin Straight (Richard
Farnsworth) learns that his long
estranged brother has had a stroke,
he deCides he must see him. Despite
poor eyesight that has cost him his
driver's license and difficulty with
walking that causes him to use two
canes,' Straight determines that the

Length: 120 min.
Rated: G
Our opinion: U*H
only way to make this trip is under
his own power.
Obviously, this is not an action
film, but a film whose strength rests
on fine acting and marvelous photography. "The Straight Story" is a
journey both physical and philosophical , a thinking person's story
about a man's journey near the end
of life, as he travels in his own way
with determination and resourcefulness to accomplish a last task.
This visually beautiful film,
photographed by the cinematographer who did such photographically compelling films as. "Glory",
uses the natural world of the
Midwestern countryside almost as
another player in the story to tell the
tale of this traveler in a particularly

visual manner. As Straight moves
along at 5 mph, buffeted by passing
18-wheelers, fmding shelter from
sudden thunderstorms in abandoned
barns, and coping with hills too
steep for the design of the lawn ·
mower, we become aware of nature
as .a looming force through which
man moves. As he overcomes the
obstacles before him and the limitations of his own frail health, we see
this man's inner strength and;
resourcefulness. Since the film was
shot in chronological order along
Straight's actual route, we see the
changes of fall and the growth of
the old man's beard as the journey
progresses. The traveler encounters
various people along his route,
which allow us to learn something
of his views on life and his journey,
and through Richard Farnsworth's
dignified, and gentle performance,
we come to see his simple and profound wisdom. The story becomes
see MOVIE, page 7

Market-savvy pretty faces putting artists with integrity out of business

RANT & ROLL
CORY BLACKWOOD

It appears these days that a band
. need not be good to "make it" in
this soulless industry. I guess this is
not a new thing, but it is still rather
disconcerting.
Just notice what gets played on
the radio, what makes the cover of
Rolling Stone, what gets played
every other song on MTV (Empty
V?), or what sells in music stores
nationwide. Most of it is not what
many people would con sider
groundbreaking, innovative, or
even good music. The Backstreet
Boys? N'Sync? 98 Degrees? I
can't even tell them apart. What's
worse, I'm not sure if they can tell
themselves apart None of the
members in these bands play their

instruments, so their concert essentially becomes a cute little karoke
event with them singing along to
tunes written by other people.
The Backstreet Boys have been
bragging that their new album
actually features songs they wrote
the lyrics to, and what a wonder
that is! It has been said that 50
monkeys in front of 50 typewriters
with an infinite amount of time to
hit keys would eventually produce
all of Shakespeare's works. r am
guessing that it would take these
same monkeys about an hour to
write all the Backstreet Boys '
lyrics.
I recently asked a girl at a mall
musi\.: store why she liked the

Backstreet Boys. Her reply?
"Thex're so hot l They're just
cool." My question (that I didn't
ask the poor girl for fear that her
head might explode) is why LISTEN to a band that is hot? You
can't see 'em once the CD is playing, so why bother? I got this same
response a few years ago when I
asked someone why they liked
Bush.
Sometimes bands make it on
their simple brown-nosing abilities. Some bands get to the radio
people bearing gifts (or God knows
what) and suddenly they are the
"featured local band" for that radio
station. Nothing like that would
EVER happen in St. Louis though ,

of course? I mean no band named
after a type of netting would
instantly find favor in a radio station with a name similar to a dot,
right? Right.
Truly awesome bands like
Sloan go trudging along in the club
scene for years unnoticed while
some dumb punk with a pretty face
like Stephen Jenkins from Third
Eye Blind skyrockets up the charts
with a meaningless song about taking speed. It sure isn't fair, but who
are we to try and prevent it? I really want'to go buy that new Mariah
Carey CD because she is a really
good, um, and her songs, uh, well,
her album cover is revealing and
she sure looks cute!

Luckily enough, the No. 1 selling album in the world is still Pink
Floyd's "The Dark Side of the
Moon," but before long, one of the
boy bands that can't play instruments will overtake that, and then
what wi)! we have left? Our culture
will then be musically represented
by meaningless fluff and gibberish,
with all the records being held by
bands with dance choreographers.
Integrity always loses to marketing savvy or a pretty face, but it
shouldn't with music. ' Keep on
buying music by bands that have
no musical integrity, and soon
enough that will be the only thing
left to buy.
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'1900' fails to carry story thro~gh
despite well-developed characters
BY CATHERINE MARQUISHOMEYER

staff editor

Beck lounges around. His latest album features well-crafted folk-rock and dance tunes.

Beck 'd oes it again with 'Midnite Vult ures'
BY CORY BLACKWOOD

staff editor
Beck wants you to get down and
shake your groove thang, and who are
you to argue? Beck Hanson, the.epitorne of cool, has returned to get people moving on "Midnite Vultures,"
and this time it's personal.
"Loser" made Beck a superstar in
1994, and "Mellow Golci" the album
that it appeared on, was an instant college radio hit. No one had mixed funk
and folk, rap and rock so smoothly
before. Not to be resting on is laurels,
Beck released an album on a tiny
label as a side project entitled "One
Foot in the Grave." In 1996 Beck
returned with "Odelay." an album
filled with samples; beeps, blips,
bizarre lyrics. and a lot of danceable
tunes. "Odelay" was an instant hit,
but people wondered if he could top
"Odelay's" style and success.
Instead of building on his bizarre
style., Beck turned and came out with
"Mutations," another indie label
album, this one filled with some of
the most seamless folt-rock seen in
decades. Beck ~ a man who defies
pigeonholing.

Artist: Beck
Label: DGC
Our opinion:

~

"Midnite Vultures" was intended
to be a follow-up to the style and sampling found on "Odelay," but somewhere along the line it transformed
into something very different.
"Midnite Vultures" is a Prince meets
Barry White crossbred with Curtis

Mayfield and the Beastie Boys
album. AC/DC and Willie Nelson
both hold influence over the L.A.
baby-faced rock star, too, but don't be
mistaken, Beck is nothing if not original.
The album opens up with "Sexx
Laws," an infectious dance song that
may only be remembered for the chorus lyrics. '1 want to defy the logic of
all sex laws." "Get Real Paid" has the
'80s synth beat down to a science
while "Peaches & Cream" sounds
like the funky Prince of old returned
to prance about singing with his gui-

tar in hand.
One folk song manages to sneak
its way onto this '70s L.A. funk
music. but "Beautiful Way" is not a
weak link for standing alone on an
otherwise party-ready album. Once
again, Beck has proven that he is a
master of many styles.
"Midnite Vultures" is best
summed up by Beck himself in the
song "Hollywood Freaks;" "People
look so snooty, Take pins to make
them moody, Automatic bzooty, Zero
to tutti-frutti."

"The Legend of 1900" is a beautifully photographed fantasy about a
man born and raised on a tum-of. the-century luxury ocean liner who
lives on the ship as it makes it's endless Atlantic crossings.
This fllm from the Italian director of the magical "Cinema
Paradiso" (which was about a boy
growing up in his family's movie
theater) shares with that earlier fIlm
the same lush and even startling
visual beauty. "The Legend of
1900" uses the elegant settings of an
ocean liner resplendent in staIned
glass windows and dark velvet, the
dark industrial look of the ship's
boiler room, and graceful period
beauty of 19205 fashions to evoke a
dreamy image of another time.
After a shipboard New Year's
Eve party celebrating the year 1900,
a crewmember fmds an abandoned
baby left by party revelers. The
foundling is taken below deck and
raised in secret by the crew, so his
birth is never registered, he has no
home country and no official existence. The crewmember that found
him cautions the young boy to stay
hidden and to never get off the ship.
The boy is given the last name 1900,
for the year of his birth, and as he
grows he displays a startling talent
for music. His artistry as a pianist
reveals his existence to the officers

a position as an entertainer on the
luxury liner 's endless voyages.
The director effectively creates
this mythic character and strange
setting for the tale. As 1900 (played
by Tim Roth) becomes a young man
in the 1920s, rumors of his talent as
a musician spread from the ship.
This leads to one of the best parts of
the film: a musical confrontation
with flamboyant jazz great Jelly
Roll Morton.
Unfortunately, having set up this
mythical presence in the character
1900 and the intriguing situation,
the filmmaker fails to develop
enough storyline to carry the fIlm.
Also, the director's use of a narrator,
a fellow musician , keeps the audience at a distance from the character, so that the audience does not
come to care enough about the character. Essentially, the beautiful period look of the film and its unusual
premise give the fllrn appeal, but the
director 's failure m these two areas
prevents the fllrn from being as
good as it could have been.
(Now playing at the Chase Park
Plaza)

Your college degree
is ready paying ofl. n"

rl

MOVIE, from page 6
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~

~

like a mythical tale of a hero . It's
hard to put in words how powerfully Lynch uses visual images to tell
the tale.
(Now playing at the Hi-Pointe
and other theaters)
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S800 New College Graduate Bonus* + sl,500 Cash Backt
Chevy'" Tracker~ comes from the family of most dependable, longest-lasting trucks on the road~ And
now it comes with up to $2,300 in incentives. Plus, you can equip Chevy Tracker the way you want with
optional features like a luggage carrier, four-wheel drive, alloy wheels, cruise control and Remote Keyless
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Get up to $2,300.

But could he
have designed a
website as cool
as The Current

Entry. So, reap the rewards of hi1gher education. See your local Chevy Dealer or go to
www.chevytracker.com for more information.

Online?
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Vehicle shown is a 4 -Door, 4WD with available GM Accessories. 'Through 9/30100 college grads who are first-time car buyers can get $800 off the purchase or lease price of any new
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be ,able to, for example, discuss the
performing arts center without such a
division that ... civility would break
down," Judd said. "We' re clearly past
that ... "
Judd again emphasized his view
that the University's problems were
process-related, and said he anticipated the planned reform of the

M
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University Senate as part of the solution.
"I look forward next year to a
refonned governance that will guarantee that this kind of buildup of pressures because the demands have not
been met could be avoided because
the nonnal processes will work better," Judd said.

~.~.!..~.~.~ .,. I:..?'!!.P.q8..e....!. . ... ... . . . . .... . . . . . . . ... . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . .

binding as well.
Bauer said he is not worried about
the Executive Committee making a
quorum.
"It's always a danger, but that situation I feel can be resolved a lot easier
than the quorum with the assembly,"
Bauer said,
Some SGA representatives are
unhappy with the decision. Les
Owens, University Program Board
representative, said he isn't surpri sed
by the deci sion.
"It is just business as usual for SGA
because they haven't done anything all
semester," Owens said. "I am very dissatisfied."
Owens said the SGA has several
things which need to be accomplished
right away: Along with the Student
Court., Owens said the rest of the
Executive Committee has to be established.

"Right now
we have no
Parliamentarian and no Sergeant-atArms," Owens said.
Both positions have spots on the
Executive Conunittee.
Owens said he is also concerned
about the lack of a permanent Student
.
Court.
"We have no Student Court,"
Owens said. "If we have an impeachment, we can't have a hearing."
Owens said he hopes the SGA will
refocus over break and start making
progress next semester.
"I would like to see SGA get down
to the business of SGA and get away
from jockeying with the media,"
Owens said.
The original SGADecember meeting was to have taken place on Dec.
16, but was rescheduled to Dec. 2
because the original meeting was during finals week.

Ha! Made you look! Now that we have your atten·
tion, we want to ask you: Can you write? Can you
write well? If you answered yes, then please give
us a call at 516-5174.

Health Services offers to help students cope with stress
"We want to take the students'
mind
off of their exams for a little
senio r editor
while," said Diane Mitchell, a health
In hopes to ease stress for students, services staff nurse. "We want them
Student Health Services is sponsoring to 'relax."
In addition to the packages. there
"Surviving Final Exams" this week .
"Surviving Figal Exams" is an . wi ll be fliers explaining how to deal
effort by health services to help stu- with stressful times like final exam
dents cope with the stress of their . week.
"We are giving out fruit to encourexams. There will be a booth set up in
the University Ce nter on Dec. 6 and age students to do the right thing
7. At the booth, there will be packages when it comes to eating," Mitchell
fLlled with snacks and stress relieving said. '''That way they won't fall into
the trap of taking in lots ' of caffeine
toys.
BY KEN DUNKIN

. a while on campus, for the past three
and greasy foods ."
The table will be going from or four years," Mitchell said. "This
lla.m. to 1 p.m. both days. In addi- year we decided we wanted to do it
for everyone."
tion to the booth, there will be special
The attempt to hold the event for
nights se t up at residential housing on
campus. The event at U. Meadows the campus didn't come without help.
will happen on Tuesday at 8pm. The Career Services and UPS are cosame sessions will also be given at sponsoring the event.
"We couldn't have done it without
Seton Hall and the Honors College on
the Monday. ' The Honors College them. We don't have enough supplies
time will be fTom ·7:30 to 8:30 p.m. to do it for everyone. TIlls way, we
while Seton Hall will have theirs from can try to help everybody;' Mitchell
said.
9 to 10 p.m.
"We have done this event for quite

Report says quallity of airline .servi,c e
may decrease over holiday season
BY MICHELLE STARR

.....

. . , '" , .. .. .. ,........ ,
Dai~v Tebraskan

(U-WIRE) LINCOLN, Neb. Flying the friendly skies this holiday
season may not be too friendly of an
expenence,
According to research by the
National A irline Quality Rating, travelers might expect a lower quality of
service from now until January for all
major airlines.
The report, based on 1998 statistics released in April, also ranked airIi nes in order from highest quality to
lowest, but forecast an overall drop in
quality for the holiday season compared to other times of the yea!,'.
"If travelers pick one of the higher
ranked airlines, they're more likely to
have a good experience," said Brent
Bowen, director of the University of
Nebraska at Omaha Aviation Institute
Bowen, along with Dean Headley,
associate professor of marketing at
Wichita State University, recently
released their report that compared

data from November, December and
January of 1998 to forecast 1999's
serVIce.
The report compiled national statistics such as consumer complaints,
overbooking, delayed flights, denied
boarding, age of the fleet and mishandled baggage from the Department of
Transportation and the National
Transportation Safety Board.
The report does not examine problems with equipment.
The report shows that U.S.
Airways will offer the No. 1 service,
according to 1998's airline performance during the holiday season.
U.S . Airways hopes to continue
the same amount of quality this year,
said Rick Weintraub, primary press
spokesman for U.S. AirWays based in
Arlington, Va.
"In our own standing from last
year, we're quite proud of our service,
but you can't always count on your
past performance," Weintraub said.
Following u.s. Airways in ranking from best to worst are:

Continental,
Delta,
Southwest,
American, Northwest and American
West.
Southwest Airlines, rated No.1 in
quality service for 1996 and 1997,
moved to fourth for 1998. Linda
Rutherford,
spokeswoman
for
S{)uthwest Airlines based in Houston,
Texas, attributed the difference to a
change in the rating system.
Rutherford
said
Southwest
Airlines' quality has not declined in
the past year. If anything, she said, the
airline characteristically has the lowest number of customer complaints.
The National Airline Quality
Rating has been released annually
since 1990 and is used throughout the
nation as a gauge for airbne quality,
Bowen said .
"We're the only place that evaluates the airlines in this quantitative
capacity. Nobody does it like we do,"
Bowen said.
Michaela Schaaf, program coordinator for NASA Nebraska Space
Grant and Epscor at UNL, said about

'50 million people across the nation
would see or use the report.
This year's travel season may be
different from previous years because
ofY2K, Bowen said.
Bowen said he didn't think there
would be Y2K problems because he
was confident that the government
had everything under control for travel, but travelers seemed more concerned with Y2K.
"Airlines are already seeing a
decrease in booking around New
Year 's," Bowen said.
Rutherford disagreed that Y2K has
decreased flights, addi ng that
Southwest Airlines had an increase in
bookings this year.
Airlines generally decrease the
number of tlights on holidays because
people usually are where they want to
be going, Rutherford said.
Regardless of quality of flights or
the threat of the Y2K bug, airline representatives said they expected flights
to run smoothly this holiday season.

Pregnant?
Department: International Business
Deqree: PhP

PuIHam Journalism Fellowships
Graduating college seniors are invitedto apply for the 27th
annual Pulliam Jownalism Fellowships. We will grant lO-week
summer int~rnships to 20 journalism or liberal arts majors in the
August 1999-June 2000 graduating classes.
Previous internship or part-time experience at a newspaper is
desired. Winners will receive a $5,500 stipend and will work at
either The Indianapolis Star or The Arizona Republic
. Early-admissions application postmark deadline is Nov. 15, 1999.
By Dec. 15. 1999, up to five early-admissionswinners will be
notified. All other entries must be postmarked by March 1, 2000.
To request ari application packet, visit our Web site, e-mail us or

write:

~IIJ!IJ
W.:b site: \\,ww.sI3mcws.com/pjf

E-mail: pulliam@stamews.colll

Russell B. Pulliam
Fellowships Drrect{)r
Indianap{)lis Newspapers
P.O. Box 145
Indianapolis, IN 46206

VISUALIZE

YOUR FUTURE AS A
.CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN
LOGAN OFFERS:
• Prominent, outstanding faculty.
• A strong tradition of academic
excellence and student success.
• Modern state-of-the-art faCilities .
• Financial aid to apprOXimately
90% of our students.
• Hands-on clinical experiences.
Logan also offers a B,S, in Human
Biology and an Accelerated Science
Program (ASP) .
Prepare (or an exciting career in health care.

CO llEGE. OF • CHf ROPRACTIC

1-800-533-9210

http://www.logan.edu

1851 Schoettfer Rd, • Chestemeld, MO 63017
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Successful one-act plays help
reintroduce theater to UM-St. Louis

own way. Sometimes students depend on Nov. 29 and 30 for financial COUIlon alternative sources who don't seling regarding financial aid and
corne through or they try to apply for alternative loans. Georges said that
financial aid in the middle of the although his office experienced addisemester when it is a race, and they . tional traffic on those days, they were
end up witb past-due accounts," not too busy.
Georges said.
"The letter helped the. students
Georges said that after Kmeger take action much sooner before the
sent the letter, a tremendous number actual date. We are getting ready to
of students contacted his office.
send out a follow-up letter to students
Kmeger announced in his letter who did not respond and are still conthat special times would be set aside sidered delinquent.

BY SHAVON PERKINS
. . . . " ..-. ". ' '' -. -

staff associate
Two one-act plays, "The
Murder Play" and "Identity
Crisis," were performed Dec. 2
and 3 in the Benton Hall theater.
The shows were produced by
the English department and
available free to the public.
Barbara Kachur, associate
professor of English, directed
the performances.
Jacklyn
Sanis, who was one of three
students in charge of the sound,
lights and props on stage, was
pleased with the production.
"Since UMSL does not currently have a theater department, this is a great way for stndents to show their interest in
performing: There are a lot of
students on campus who really
want to get involved with some-

.'?~.~.~~~!..Ii::.~.'..I~?.!1!.Pq$e.. !.. . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . ... . ... . . . . . . ... ..
you here and also between the student
leadership," Mayirneli said.
The delegation's visit also brought
more diversity to UM-St. Louis' representatives.
SGA Representative Michael
Rankins led the delegation on a tour
of the campus. He said that he has
learned several things about South
African culture due to the time he
spent with the delegation.
"Every time I meet someone from
a different cnlture, I learn something

Page 9
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new," Rankins said. "I didn't realize
some of the subtle nuances of South
African culture (until now)."
Rankins said differences in dietary
habits and the South African political
climate were two differences that
stood out for him.
The delegation's visit was set up
by the University ofMissoUli system.
After touring UM-St. Louis, the delegation traveled to UM-Rolla. They
will also visit UM-Columbia before
returning to South Africa.

thing of this nature," Sarris said.
Sarris said that it has been
around 11 years since the
University has had a theater depmiment. She acknowledges that there
is no cunent proposal to initiate a
theater program on campus but
hopes that the new Perfouning juts
Center will kick start such action.
"To my knowledge, this is the
first year for the one-acts but there
is a lot of interest in keeping it

going. I think that next year if students would !'ike to get more
involved and direct the one-acts
that is a possibility," Sarris said.
The cast of the one-acts consisted of nine actors and three stage
hands who handled lights, sound,
and props. The cast had been
rehearsing since October. Sarris
said that the students have very
diverse majors including commnnications, veterinary medicine, and

English.
"Kachur has been talking about
this project since orientation and
has been encouraging students to
audition. There hasn't been a lot of
promotion involving this production. Most information came from
word of mouth although we did
post some flyers around campus.
Considering the fact that finals are
approaching, I think we have had a
pretty good turn out," Sarris said.

You better believe it's expensive! In this, the holiday season, students everywhere are finding it difficult to keep cash in their wallets and purses for
more than a few minutes.

Trim the tree, deck the halls ...

The Current is hiring in several different pOSitions,
including News Editor, News
Assistant, Photo Associate,
Advertising Representative,
and Features Editor.
If you can write and communicated with people
well, these jobs might be
perfect for you!

Stephanie Plattl "!be CUmJl1I

Contact Joe Harris or Ken
Dunkin at 516-5174 for
more information.

BENEFITS

• Fun, comfortable working environment
• Get clips you can add to your portfolio
• Two free out-of-town trips annually
• Meet lots of new people on campus
• Get experience with computer applications
like QuarkXPress and Photoshop.
• It pays real cash money

Denny Kiehl hangs a friendship garland with student names on it around the Ch ristmas tree in
the University Center lobby. Sophomore Rich Geiler, in the background, helped her.

-

UMSL Student
& Faculty
eceive 100/0 0

,
~

Barbeq ue & Fish
ua

(All Dinners include your choice of 2)

FISH
Dinner
Catfish (Filet)
$8.79
$9.79
Catfish (Nuggets) $6.79
$7.59 Buffalo
$6.59
$7.59 Cod
$6.99
$6.79 Jack
$6.59
$6.79
$4.29
$5.29
$7.59

Beans' Slaw' Potato Salad' House Salad' Spaghetti

Wings, Tips,
Bologna, Hot Links
$13
"(Featuring Smoked Meats)'*
Tips
Served on Sesame Bun with Potato Chips and Pickle
$13
Tips & Wings
$3.29 Nuggets (no Substitutions) $16
Bologna
Beef

$5.79

Rib Tip

$5.39

Hot Link
Turkey
Pull Pork

Sandwich
$6.79
•
$5.39
•
$4.79
•
$5.29
•
$5.29
•

PLATTERS

SANDWICHES

Pork Steak

for Gilbert and Sullivan's

taste that speaks for itself!"

DINNERS
Ribs
Cornish Hen
Beef (Top Round)
Pork Steak
Rib Tip
Chicken Wings (3 wings)
(5 wings)
Turkey

5

with ID!

.• ..

$37

$32
$32
$39

$42
$42
$49

Large

SIDE ITEMS

Beans
$5.39 Slaw
Potato Salad
$4.79
Spaghetti
$5.79 House Salad
$5.79 Chef Salad
Chicken Wings
Extra

$1.30
$1.30
$1.30
$1.30

$4.25 Pint
$4.25 Pint
$4.25 Pint
$4.00 Pint
$1.89
$6.79

(cheese, tomato, pickels, onion)

1Pirate& o/1Penzanm
Sign up now for open
auditions for the new
UM -St. Louis Opera
Workshop production of
The Pirates of Penzance.
The sign-up sheet is
posted on the buIleting
board opposite Room 211,
on the main floor of the
Music Building.
Auditions will be held
from 3:00 until 6:00 p.m.
on December 7 and 8,
1999, in Room 205
Music Building.

Fried Wings
Regular / Hot & Spicy / Honey Mustard

Pound Cake

** Also Live ntertainment **
Available for Carryout
Ask Management about our Catering Services
81811S. Florissant (314) 522-6640 Open 7 Days a Week

$1.50

Qu estions? Call Dr. H a ggans,

516.5343.
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from page 3

RICKARD,

from page 3
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denominator, it really trivializes it.
My horizons have broadened. I will
go from the range of political
humor to all the way to sex. Sex is
tried and true. You know people
will laugh about that," Agnew said.
When Agnew walks on stage,
she has learned that she has 15 seconds to grab the audienc e's attention . Agnew's routine may change
as she as her experience differs, but
Agnew never attacks a crowd .
"I don't want anyone waiting for
me in a parking lot ," Agnew said.
Agnew considers the newspaper
the most reliable source for humor.
In addition to reading and staying current with events, she keeps a
journal.
''I'm always writing ... I love to

people who think they are intelligent they will force you to get a life away
renegades on a mission to control from your e-life.com.
And that's my view from the outtechnology - I'm calling the pocketprotector police on you and hopefully . side in.

AI DS.

write . .. [It'sJ an outlet for me ,"
Agnew said.
Stand-up comedy has taught
Agnew a fe w lesso ns of life.
Agnew said she has learned
"what you ' re going through, everybody else is going through [andJ
when you do something you really
like, you do it well. "
Not just a single mother, student
and worker, Agnew puts it all
together when s he walks out on
stage.
" It 's an incred ible high" to make
someone laugh ," Agnew said . "It's
s uch an adrenaline rush. I would
say to anybody considering comedy
as a career to reall y look at it as
something you have to love because
it can be very frustrating,"

What

G I.~!.~.~ . !!~?.'!z..p.~¥..:.} .......................................................................................... .
purchasing Pokemon toys include the
Fisher Price Peaceful Planet Aquarium.
The Aquarium glows and lights up a
room at nighl
A real pet that will give unconditional love also fills the request for a
wonderful selection, and if they come
from the shelter that little pooch is also
given the gift of a safe home. A word
of warning for \vise, however, make
sure the recipient of the gift will appreciate it and care for the animal as it

from page 3

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................

~

deserves. All this shopp ing is certainly
difficult work, so even sometimes
Santa Claus needs to buy himself a
treal For that, cashmere is not only soft
and fuzzy, but it is also warm for the
season.
Jeromy Comp, a student mentor,
bought his dad a l.R. Ewing foot couch.
'The only thing you can buy for
someone who has everything is something they don't want or they don't
know exists," Comp said.

,

,

•

ur
Paid and volunteer positions available.. Call

............... .

Make some money.

Joshua MiRer
(left), Jason
Parmentier· and
Teresa Schmitt
light luminaries
at the Founder's
Circle
Wednesday to
remember those
that have been
affected by
AIDS.

Stock up for
second semester.
Get some great
experience.
Earn an excellent
hourly wage.
Join our team for
special holiday
assignments.

• City
• Suburbs
• Full Time
• Part Time
• Temporary Assignments
Stephanie Platt I

Provide special services
on your holiday break.
We offer excellent compensation
and a great working environment.
Forward your resume or call today
for immediate consideration:

The Current

indirectly to an AIDS contraction.
"They are a risk because when
[someone] smokes pot, when [someone] drinks, they make [them] do
things (they] wouldn' t do when [they)
arc sober," Thomas said.
Thomas has lectured all ages from
sixth graders to post-graduate medical
students. Tran sactions are only possible through four bcxly fluids, including
blood, semen, vaginal fluid, and breast
milk.
AIDS works only through fluid-tofl uid transfer which make unprotected
sex, blood transfusions, transplants,

mother-to-child (through birth), and
intravenous drug use the primary
transmission routes.
Four means of prevention that stop
someone from getting AIDS are abstinence, the use of clean drug needles,
latex sexual barriers (condoms), and
universal protections like latex gloves.
AIDS goes through four stages.
The fIrst step is acquiring the virus. In
the second, flu-like symptoms occ ur,
along with possible weight loss. In the
third, the immune system weakens
enough to bring about the complications of other conditions, such as pneu-

monia or lung cysts. In the fourth
stage, the white blood cell count
decreases to less than 20,000.
Although medicines exist to fight
AIDS, there is no cure. Thomas lives
by a bottle and pill box. He take 20
pills a day at different times, all with
side effects. These pills are more toxic
than chemotherapy.
Thom as sees a problem in that people do not understand that AIDS is still
out there because they don't hear about
it as much. If anyone sees the AIDS
quilt, they won't forget it, or that what
it represents.

BURNS INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY SERVICES
Fax: 314-231-2165
Phone: 314-231-2122 ext. 16

Ask for Aimee

At these p ..ices, it's too bad
W'e d on't s ell c a .-s.
,

Maybe one day we will sell CorSI food and everything else you need. But right now, it's great deals on textbooks every day. You con save up to 40%, and you'll get your books
in 1 to 3days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit cord. VorsityBooks.com is 100% guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.

I
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No more fear: Rams fan
comes out of the closet
BY NICK BOWMAN

..stallassociate ..
I am a St. Louis Rams fan
1
(allegedly) picked them in every office
pool imaginable, I have a blue and
gold helmet in my car, and I am willing to spend hundreds of dollars just to
see the Kurt Warner Show in person. I
can finally say this without any fear of
being ostracized from the sports writing community.
For years the nay-sayers 'laughed at
my No. 80 jersey ($125), my seven fitted hats ($20 a piece), my Rams underroos ($15), and my pile of ticket stubs.
They giggled at my undying support
for a team that was transplanted from
the great city of Los Angeles because
of a lack of fan support. This was a
team that had not been to the playoffs
since Ronald Reagan got the biggest
a,cting job of his life; a team that
seemed to have a very fine-tuned
knack for finding the worst possible
man for any given position, and placing him there at the worst possible
time; a team that was on pace to be the
1

tum it over."
Mental toughness and leadership
are important for any team, and
Bernsen was particularly disappointed
with his team's effort in these crucial
areas.
"I knew we would hit a spell in the
second half," said Bernsen, "where we
would have to find a way to produce
baskets and keep them from scoring,
and we just didn't. I was really disappointed with our inability to be more
mentally tough. We jiJst didn't have
anybody. step ~p and take control."
Riverman Brian Markus led both
teams with 20 points, while teammates Keehan Johnson and Jim
Schelich each scored 10 points,
respectively.
The loss drops the Rivennen to 2-1
on the season.

poster child for NFL inferiority; and a
team whose rival happened to be a
team with four Lombardi trophies sitting on their mantle.
But I stuck it out, through two head
coaches, six quarterbacks, the whole
PSL mess, Lawrence Phillips and the
ever-rising cost of the whole NFL
experience. I sat through the ups (a 4start) and downs (records of 7-9, 610, 4-12). I tried to conceive why a
head coach was fired after one so-so
season and replaced by a bum-out who
had two horrible seasons. I tried to
understand why the draft system had
failed me yet again, getting us a heck
of a lineman, but also an anti-football
magnet, a convicted halfback, and
numerous "the (insert favorite position
here) of the future."
I watched as my beloved Rams,
who I gave a rat's posterior about until
1995, I admit, tried their best to emulate the Big Red's final seasons in St.
Louis, and they did a pretty good job.
But I kept telling myself, all is well.
Every preseason 1 would talk up the
boys in blue, and I would brag that

o

neering program , and has a 3.4
GPA. -.
"It's hard to balance academics
and ath letics, but it's fun," Duffy
said . "The sec ret is time management."
. Duffy is also managing the
Rivermen quite well as they are off
to a 9-3 start this season and hope to
(insert favorite Ram here) would lead make progress in their quest for a
the league in (insert corresponding sta- playoff berth.
tistic here). I would boast that (insert
coach here) would finally take St.
Louis to the top of the NFL.
Well, guess what I WAS RIGHT.
The St. Louis Rams are 10-2. 10-2 1 ,
We have already clinched the NFC
West Division with four weeks to
spare! We are considered heavy
favorites to take the NFC title, arid
Back in the old days, I
Sports Illustrated has us seeded No.2
was a student. just like
in the NFL. And, yes, people actually
you . Every day I com·
believe this, myself being one of them.
muted to and from {he
Universiry. At 8:00 a.m.
We have a quarterback making
sharp, I would enter
roughly $250,000 this year who haS a
the vibran t world of
QB rating of Ill, a running back who
Espano!.
'For the next
is near the top of the NFL in both rushseveral hours, I would
ing and receiving, a kick returner who
be engrossed in stud·
missed four games due to L.P. synies, expanding my
drome and is still tops in return yards,
mind, and leaming oh·
and a coaching staff whose Geritol
so.many things I had
intake is higher than most players
never before thought
caloric intake.
possible. But I felt CUI
off from the rest of the
So if you're not on my bandwagon
world ....
yet, please jump on. But be prepared
to hear "I told you so I"
Then things changed.

Men

Women

GLVC Record

Team

GLVC Record

1) Kentucky Weslyan

1-0

1) SIU-Edwardsville

1-0

2) Lewis

1-0

2) Bellarmine

1-0

3) Southern Indiana

1-0

3) Indianapolis

1-0

4) SIU-Edwardsville

1-0

4) Northern Kentucky

1-0

5) Wisconsin -Parkside

1-0

5) Southern Indiana

1-0

6) Quincy

1-0

6) Kentucky Weslyan

1-0

1-1

7) IUPU-Ft. Wayne

0-1

8) Northern Kentucky

0- 1

8) UM-St. Louis

0-1

9) UM-St. Louis

0-1

9) Wisconsin-Parkside

0-1

10) Bellarmine

0-1

10) Lewis

0-1

11) Indianapolis

0-1

11) Quincy

0-1

0-2

12) St. Joseph's

0-1

. 7) IUPU-Ft. Wayne

12)

st.

Joseph's

102-72.
The Riverwomen led Lincoln
Universlty at halftime 48-37 , but
their defense and offens ive production stepped up in the second
half.
UM-St. Louis forced Lincoln
University into 31 turnovers
throughout the contest and only
allowed 22 shots in the second

half.
On the flip side, the offense
was steady, shooting .585 in the
second half and .524 for the entire
game ..
Daniel led the Riverwomen
with 27 . points followed by
Amanda Wentzel and Lynette
Wellen, who each had 18 points,
respecti vel y.

Ye ~lbe
Ad

GLVC BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Team

RIVERWOMEN, from page 5

.................................................................................................................................................

I \~sited The Cun'ent
Online and discovered
that my college experi·
ence had only been
one·dimensional! I was
missing out on a
chance 10 meet new
people and have real
discussion' I was miss·
ing a new full·color
., erd Table" cartoon
everv week: I was
missing the week's lOp
news, spons. and
enterrairunent in for·
mation. In shorr, I was
deprived before I gO[
online with The
Current Online.
Don't make the same
tragic mio[akes that I
did~ Gel online todav:

Sure the miHenium is coming...
Good will fight evil and all that stuff but no
matter what the final .outcome is dialup will
be a whole lot easier at UMSL.

I,

.

Starting December 22, 1999 UM-St. Louis
win be switching it's dialup system. Your
e-mail address won't change and you don't
need new software, you'll connect differently
using your new Gateway 10.

For instructions check the web site
www.umsl.edu/ - dialup or
pick up instructions at
the library, ssb 103,
computer store or
the technology support
center, 2 1·1 Lucas.

Come Test Drive Today!

This Car Has It All, And Much, Much More!

Here's to the future ...

Best 4-Year, SO,OOO-Mile Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty

cSif&ts.. ACURA

@ 822-2872
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UM·St. Loui.s students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
CLASSIFIED
RATES

Page 13

ME SH1'L~ "THIS, ..
I-I£~ SwfI::TS,WHO DO
Yoo 1lllNK BANC,€t>
l'

SUE MuST'

Dl G IT
"WooKI£
S1YLE. \1

. MOR.€ AUENS, CAPTAirJ
l<.!P.K DR
HAN 50\..07

(314)
516·5316

Otherw.ise, classified advertising is $10 faT 40 words or less in straight textJonnal. Bold and. CAPS letters are ji'ee. All
dassifieds must be prepaid by check, money order aT credit card. Deadline is Thursday at 3 p.m. prior to publication.

http://www.umsl.edu/studentlife/current

'83 Pontiac Bonneville
4 dr, autol ACiRadio/Cruise

old girl, Call for more
info 638-4160

White Wall Tires like new
$1300 call Bob @ x. 6750

Gradersrrutors Wanted

SPRING BREAK 2000
StudentCity.com is looking for
Highly Motivated Students to
promote Spring Break 20001
Organize a small group and
travel FREEl 1 Top campus reps

A west county mathematics
and Reading learning center
is hiring part·time
gradersl tutors helping children ages 3 to 15. We offer
competitive salary, flexible
schedule and rewarding working environment. Interested '
candidates please call 636537-5522.
e-mail: jchan@fnmail.com

Cancun, Jamaica or Nassaul ·
Book Trips On-Line Log In and
win FREE Stuff, Sign Up
Now On Line!
www.StudentCity.com
or 800/293-1443

Spring Break '00

Help yourself by fiHing out an
application at: Cord Moving ft
Storage, 4101 Rider Trail N
Earth City, MO 63045. Or call
(800) 873-2673 ext. 179 for
additional info on job opportunities for full time / weekend I part time positions.
$8.00/hr to start.

"

Childcare needed
in my home for 2 liz year

FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!

can earn Free Trips &
over $10,000! Choose

Wanted

Help loading/unloading a
truck. Mostly boxes + several
furniture items and a washing
machine. Call John 516-5745
please leave message
West County Pre·School
Hiring full time ft part time

assistants . We will work with
your schedule. Call Barb or
Susie at 458-4540.

Caffeine Study

Earn $15 for completing a 2
hr study on how caffeine
affects memory and attention. Call Dr. Kelemen in the
Psychology Dept. (516·5395)
for an appointment.

Some of the best hours

you can find are right here on
campus. Totally flexible. Most
positions available are paid.
Work only with students and
a staff advisor. Positions
. available: features editor,
advertising associate, photographyassociate, news editor,
news assistant.
Call The Current for details,
516-5183.
Call today.

Earn $1200 - $2100lmo.
5-10 hrs/wk solving the persistem problent of Asthma &
Allergies In books. Call Steve
@ 579-0772 for more details.
ABC/AALC offering $100

to anyone who can write a
short skit on anyone of the
Kwanza Principles. Have it by
Nov. 24. Call 516- 5731 for
more information.

Childcare Gi,v er Needed
for twO' DaYs, 6 and 7 112,

from 3 ~30 p.m., Mon- iFri , 1012 hrs/wk.Must have own car.
U. City. Call Sue at 725-5881

. ",

Earn Free Trips and Cash!,

tJ,

I
J

I

Spring Break 2000 - Cancun ,
Jamaica For 10 years, Class
Travel International (CTI) has
distinguished itself as the
most reliable student event
and marketing organization in
North America. Motivated
Reps can go on Spring Break
Free & eam over $10,000!
Contact us today for details!
800/328-1509.
.WWW.classtravelintl.com

'92 Grand Am, Grey, 4Dr

Cruise, tilt wheel, AIC,
6 speaker stereo, 71 ,XXX
miles, Excellent condition.
$4,750 (314) 921-8894

O'Leary's Restaurant

'92 Subaru Loyal

is looking for outgoing people
who want to earn top wages
in the food industry. Are you a
motivated team player intersted in working in a fun and
relaxed atmosphere? If so, we
want you! Immediate
Openings Available for:
Servers, Kitch en Help
Apply at 3828 S. Lindbergh
Sunset Hills, MO 63127

Station Wagon, 4 wheel dr. ,
AC , 103,000 miles, excellent
condition, inspected, new
tires/exhaust, call 918 -7189.
SALE!!! SALE!!! SALE!!!

Wheels for sale: 16 inches, 5
star shape, factory finish,
chrome logs, very clean.
All four sets for just $400.00
(negoti able) interested , contact EMEKA at 516-7720

'87 Nisan Maxima
4 door, Power windows, power
locks, cruise, power steering,
tiltwheel, new altenator, new
clutch, new brakes, new battery, 4 new. tires, $1500,618288-6977
Serious inquiries only.

TU E: B/l1'll R.bo M

FLOOR EVr;p.'lCft!f f(

MR.. LO G6INS,!'M
WATC.I1ING ,- Rl CKL"
UEAVENS, You'R. r; Sfltf<:fl ",'

'TA rOUND M.O~ ANll

"o~ Llke "THE N~WS."

WINTER SKI BREAKS

,

Model XJ1144, Windows 3.1, .
200 MB Hard Disk, 3.5 floppy,
14.4 modem, $7500BO
Ask for Rob 916-1005 or
608-9840

1998 Robinson SST BMX

bike, perfect condition , new
racing saddle and back pegs.
Asking $150, call 516-7538 for
more info.

2 Bedroom plus home

located #28 Sunset ct.
Pasadena Pk. CIA, Carpet,
Refrigerator, Stove, Parking in
rear. Too many extras to mention. $550.00 per month, 2
months security deposit. Call
Mrs . Jones 360-1565.
Replacement Needed

at University Meadows .
Female of male space available . You can move to any
apartment in Meadows, Also
you can choose your roommatesl You can move in right
now, Call now 516-7919 .

Student Group
Fundraising $500 • $1000

Guaranteed l
ITS FREE·ITS EASY·ITS FUN
Call now for details
800-592-2121 x.725
This offer is valid through
11130/99 only.
Tai Chi and Qigong
(Taoist Yoga)

Private and Group Instruction ,
Beginners to Advanced,
Emphasizing Wellness and
Stress Relax. Use Medical
Qigong, .herbs to Heal Ch ronic
Disease. For information, call
SirFu Sam who has studied Tai
Chi and Qigong since 1970 at
(314) 994-9095 or email to
s920252@admiral.umsl.edu

'77 4x4 1 ton Custom
Dodge Van

17' long, 7' high, 30" wheels ,
8" clearance , 360 in 3 mopar
power, auto trans, power
steering, power brakes, ac,
stereo , starts right up; Must
sell as is $1500. Call 522-6040

I COVt..D PIc..J( LIP

wef TowEL.S' "FF

AST Laptop Computer

Clerical

Prominent manufacturing
company located 5 minutes
from campus seeks indivi dual
interested in PART TIME office
work. Duties include filing,
data entry, light typing and
telephone. Excellent Pay, and
Flexible Hours - Argo Products
Company 3500 Goodfellow
Blvd., 385-1803

10 MoVE IN So

-rALK 1'0 rn~ HAND

Fraternity or Sorority

house, 12 room restored
Victorian Mansion less than 10
min. from UMSL campus.
Large parking lot. Adjacent
commercial & income property with party and game room .
Call Dan (314) 428-8614

:r SWEAR HtJEV!!
r 111'0 NoT ASK Yot.!

'94 Toyota Corolla
White, 4 dr, auto trans. ,
power windows, central locking, AIC, CD shuttle, Radio ft
Tape, Mag wheels, Excellent
condition. 84,000 miles.
.$6,650 onco.
Malcolm @ 868-9473

More Money, Less Time

College Students

wanted to teach 4 yr old
autistic child in our home. 12
hours per week, $10.00 per
hour. Must be energetic,
patient, and willing to learn .
Complete training provided .
Call Kelly at 636-451-4608,
west county location.

current@jinx.umsl.edu

Student Activities

collecting canned goods for
the community. Bring items to
the University Center lobby
under the Christmas tree.

steamboat.skitripusa_com

Acapulc
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas
Cruises
Florida
Europe

":..:;

.. ....
'
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For submission
guidelines see our
box outside the English Department
or
e-mail usatLitMag2000@hotmail.com

University Booksto e
Tue. & Wed., Dec. 7 & 8, 7:30 a .. m. - 7:30 p.m.
Thu. & Fri., Dec. 9 & 10,7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Mon. - Thu., Dec. 13 - 16,7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Fri., Dec. 17,7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Mon., Dec. 20,7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Tue., Dec. 21, 8:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

U-Mart
(SOU h

ampus)

Mon.- Thur., Dec. 13 - 16
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Fri., Dec. 17, 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

The University "Bookstore will pay up to 50% of the book price providing
the textbook:
• Will be required for the next term
• Is needed to fill next term's enrollment
• Is in reusable condition
Example:
• You paid $64. 00 for a new textbook. We will pay you up to $23. 00, or 50%.
• You paid $34. 50 for a used textbook. We will pay you up to $23.°°, or 500/0
of the ne\v price.

• For books having national demand, the wholesale cOll1pany will pay
15% to 40% of the new book price.
• Discontinued books are shipped to a wholesaler who recycles them to
other colleges and universities where they are needed.
• Old editions have no national value.

Our go~l is to buy back as many of your books as possible.
• Recycling books is good for the environment and lowers the price of
textbooks.
• Book prices are determined by the authors and publishers.
• Wholesale prices are based on national supply and demand.
• Copies in poor condition will be deducted appropriately.
• Old editions have no value and cannot be purchased.

r

our

